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FAQ 2

Q1 Can a non EU organization that used to have an active PADOR account and that it
has been operating in Sudan be considered eligible for this Call for Proposal?

As mentioned in the guidelines (paragraph 2.1.1 Eligibility of applicants), a non EU
organization that used to have an active PADOR account and that it has been operating in
Sudan

1. Cannot be considered eligible as lead applicant,
Lead applicant
(1) In order to be eligible for a grant, the lead applicant must:

- be established in a Member State of the European Union or in countries eligible
under EDF-ENI- and DCI-funded programmes (see PRAG Annex a2a for the
list of eligible countries) and

- be registered and active in the PADOR (Potential Applicant Data On-Line
Registration; off-line form Annex F), EU on-line database of legal entities and

2. Can be considered eligible as co-applicant if operative in all three target States,

Co-applicant(s)

Co-applicants must satisfy the eligibility criteria as applicable to the lead applicant
him/herself (except for the PADOR registration, the experience in two programmes in similar
budget - between 500.000,00 and 1.000.000,00, which are mandatory only for the lead
applicant).

Therefore, these eligibility criteria include also the following:
- be operative in Eastern Sudan States (for further details see Answer to Q2)

Q2 Article 2.2.2 states ‘Applications must be submitted in one original and 2 copies in A4
size, each bound’. As some documents, such as the declaration of lead applicant, Annex
D-Legal entity form, Annex E-Financial identification form, need to be signed by our
HQ located out of Sudan, can you confirm whether or not they will be accepted as
photocopies or scanned versions (i.e. showing legible stamps, signatures and dates) of the
said originals as mentioned in Article 2.2.1?

Yes, photocopies or scanned versions can be accepted at the application stage, provided that
they will be submitted in original at the moment of the contract’s signature.



Q3 PADOR off-line form for the lead applicant is required as supporting document
(Article 2.2.1). Is it mandatory to submit it even if the organization is already registered
in PADOR or will it be sufficient a proof of registration?

The PADOR off-line form is mandatory.
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